The Limits of Limits: Derridean Deconstruction and
the Archival Institution
by BRIEN BROTHMAN*
But she couldn't leave it alone. She retrieved the photo from the dustbin and hid it, taking
it out in secret and staring at it, fascinated. The woman did look exactly like her. And now
Eve, an evil little look of defiance on her face, extended her tattooed arm to the woman in
the photo and said, "Immortality for you, Eva. You're coming with me into the twentyfirst century."

Emily Prager'
The problematic character of temporal achievement must be transcended without transcending its distinctive and unrepeatable quality, lest the very effort at salvaging what is
most precious result in its perishing.
George Allan2

It is as though institutions existed precisely to create boundaries between the real and the
unreal, to assure docility, paradoxically, through the assumption of unreality.
Barbara Johnson'

Henceforth, we must not only ask what is the "essence" of history, the historicity of history, but what is the "history" of "essence."
Jacques Derrida4

Archivists are engaged in the practice of deciding how and what is to be saved for, bequeathed
to, our children. Is archiving not a gesture of reaching out, of sending, of receiving, of communication? What will our children, the post-present generation, read oflreceive from us? What
documents-what images, sounds, and texts; in other words, what signs-will we choose to
represent us? What decisions will represent us in our absence? How shall we nullify our silence
in discourses to come, assert the solidarity between the living and the dead, secure a place for
the dead in the social order? Whom will these preserved texts speak for or to? Is Helen Samuels'
well-known question, "Who Controls the Past?'not another form of the question, "Who Controls the Present?'or, perhaps, "Who Controls the Future?"
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The fundamental question posed by this essay is the question of the limit. What are the limits
of the concept of archiving? Is to archive to give future generations our transmittal slips? Is to
archive inevitably to give future (and past) generations--or perhaps even ourselves-the archival slip? How in our practice and in our writing are the limits of archives constituted? To
what extent is it possible for one generation to give another its words, its terms?
The text that follows has a rather long history. It started out as a review of several essays
brought together--or rather stitched together-into a volume called Reading the Archive. On
Texts and Institutions, edited by two professors of French, Janie VanpCe and E.S. Burt, and
published in 1990 as part of the Yale French Studies ~ e r i e s It. ~was then transformed into a
conference paper for the Society of American Archivists' meeting in Montreal in the fall of
1992. The title of the session was "Archival Theory and the Myth of Reality." What follows is
a modified version of that paper.
As things have evolved, only one of the articles in Reading the Archive, Jacques Derrida's
"Send-offs," receives my attention here, and even it "merely" serves as a point of entry, as a
launching pad, for a brief inquiry into the relationship between Derridean deconstruction and
archives. Indeed, one might wonder at times whether the present text is a "book review" (of
Reading the Archive), a "review article" of several writings relating to deconstruction, or an
"article" per se. Bound up in the very history of this piece is a question that emerges in its
pages: what distinguishes one writer's "work or "text" from another's? What separates one
province of provenance from another? What is text and what is review or commentary? Whereat what point--does the distihctiveness that demarcates originality (single point of origin, creativity, uniqueness, difference, othernesslidentity) and derivativeness (copy, duplication, repetition, sameness, othernesslidentity) emerge? In other words, what is it that determines the inside
and outside of "archives"?
Beginning with a brief consideration of the SAA session title phrase "the Myth of Reality," I
then turn to the word "archive" as it has been treated in the works of French philosopher Jacques
Derrida, in whose writing the term "archive" assumes some prominence. What is interesting to
me is Derrida's critical treatment of the term "archive" in his contribution to Reading the Archive and in fragments of his own monographs, which persistently puts into question much of
the philosophy of communication, history, meaning, and being that grounds archival practice.
In the final section, I go on to contest more directly the boundaries along which history and
archives, fiction and history, fiction and archives, myth and archives, and myth and reality
meet.
By way of introduction, then, I want briefly to play with the SAA session phrase "the Myth of
Reality," for it challenges one of the tacit assumptions of the opening paragraph: that archives
give us access to a real picture of the past. I also turn to this phrase in order to illustrate the
problematical nature-deconstructionists would use the term "undecidabilityW--ofphrases such
as this.
If it is accepted as true-as the phrase "myth of reality" seems to suggest-that reality is a
myth, then we are forced to acknowledge that myth is a reality, at least a cultural reality. Indeed, if it is myth that is real, then the content of myth must be, in some sense, true. If this is the
case, however, reality can be characterized as both mythical (that is, true, as I have suggested)
and also untrue (as people commonly believe).
It can also be inferred from the phrase "myth of reality," however, that myth is only one
aspect of reality, a mere portion which fails to exhaust fully the significance of reality. Indeed,
perhaps there is something real or true of myth. Finally, the "myth of reality" may suggest a
timeless origin, a non-linear permanence, a simultaneity; that is, it may also denote the discovery of origins, a founding story or pushing-off point, an authoritative grounding that can indefinitely support-and without which there could not be-subsequent accounts of the reality of
identities, that is, the reality of reality. Here, myth serves to ground reality.
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After pursuing this line of questioning for awhile, one might finally come to wonder how
myth and reality differ from each other. Perhaps they never, after all, entirely succeed in establishing semantic autonomy, instead possessing each other, cancelling out one another's predominance, infecting one another with their respective identities, forever deferring to each
other.
Let us reformulate this musing in order to bring it a little closer to our own archival world. If
the content of truth is knowledge, does it make sense to say-is it possible to say-that knowledge (e.g., historical knowledge) is mythical? Surely, our archives, with their strategies, methodologies, guiding principles, and devotional technologies of preservation and conservation,
not to mention their techniques of organization and retrieval, empower archivists to overcome
the mythical limits, that is, the limits of the myth, and to write or produce history that bears
some coincidental relation to what is true and has been real, some reference to things past,
things that have been, that existed, that were present in the past. Do archives, moreover, not
serve precisely to make accessible to us a reality about the way we--or is it they-were, or
rather are? Do archives not provide sustenance for historical realism?
Yet what sense of loss (a highly developed sense in archival culture) does speaking of the
myth of archive and the myth of history evoke? Perhaps the pursuit of the distinction between
myth and history is, after all, a sojourn that takes us nowhere or everywhere, to no time and to
all time. The question of is, the quest for truth, is what makes it difficult ever to escape this
interminable play between myth and reality. Myth and reality, myth and history, history and
fiction, truth and fiction, myth and archives or the archive-all are oppositional dyads that
have governed the course of Western thought, and marked the limits of the history of Western
writing.
Historian William McNeill has distinguished among Truth, truths, and myth. Though he concedes, reluctantly one senses, that however desirable, absolute truth is "an unattainable goal,"
he nevertheless persists in salvaging some vestige of truth for historians: he invents the notion
of rnythistory, which he describes as
truths that historians achieve when they bend their minds as critically and carefully as
they can to the task of making their account of public affairs credible as well as intelligible
to an audience that shares enough of their particular outlook and assumptions to accept
what they say.h
McNeill's neo-logistic "mythistory" attests to the necessity and the difficulty of resolving the
problem of the epistemological limits of history and, by implication, of archives. In other words,
what is it possible for historians to say about reality? What makes it possible for them to say
anything? What are the limits of and the relations among historical discourse, mythical or
fictional truth, and archival practice?' Perhaps it is as historians approach the glorious brink of
documented truth that their interpretations inevitably fall away towards myth. Perhaps it is as
archivists approach the capacity oflfor complete documentation that history's limit will have
been reached.
The limits with which this paper is concerned involve what it is possible to say about the
archival institution. Those limits along which I shall travel are the borders of possibility, the
limits of recorded communication-that is, telecommunication. The journey will straddle the
region of liminality, lingering at the threshold that marks off the preservation and transmission
of archives from archival discourses. In so doing, the paper will implicitly destabilize4isturb-terms such as "archive" and "history" by problematizing that which regulates what lies
inside and outside each of them. Indeed, this is deconstruction's strategy: to disturb without
toppling; to grasp where and how discourses and concepts live by putting them under the threat
of decomposition. In support of his own project of philosophical "reconstruction," American
philosopher John Dewey once cited approvingly the renowned British geneticist, C.D.
Darlington, who had once called for a "Ministry of Disturbance, a regulated source of annoy-

ance, a destroyer of routine-an underminer of compla~ency."~
This is precisely how Derridean
deconstruction has sometimes been described. Derrida himself has invoked the term solicit,
derived from the Latin term denoting a shaking or disturbing of omnipresent structures, to
describe his deconstructive reading p r a ~ t i c e . ~
The collection of essays gathered together in Reading the Archive is largely intended for
individuals interested in the reading of text. Doubtless, few archivists would easily agree
either that the reading of texts+r, as some might prefer, the writing of texts--captures the
essence of their professional interest or practice, or that archives consist of a collection or
string of text(s). Some archivists-most archivists, I suspect-would prefer, or even insist, that
I drop the several allusions I have already made to "texts," and that I refer instead to data,
documents, files, films, information, photographs, and records, or use other kindred terms.
Their discomfort with the term "text" would not be misplaced. Nevertheless, it can be argued
that archives embodies the acquisition/collection and presentation, as well as the writing and
reading, of texts. Those who have kept abreast of some of the recent exchanges among literary
theorists, philosophers, and intellectual historians are aware that "text," or "textuality," is a
loaded term around which has swirled considerable controversy. Though what is at issue in this
important debate cannot be pursued here, at least not directly, its claims are worth working
through--even if only to be dismissed later.
Though primarily aimed at individuals in comparative literature, literary history, literary theory,
and philosophy-perhaps because of this-these essays offer fresh vantages from which archivists can view the concepts, categories, and materials with which they think and act, read
and write, the borders of their habitat.
In Reading the Archive, the term "archive" stretches out over terrain that is sometimes recognizable and at other times probably strange to archivists: the archive as edifice; the archive as
text; the archive as record; the archive as institution; the archive as university; the archive as
scene of dissimulation or manipulation; the archive as discourse; the archive as professional
paradigm (knowledge).
Finally, or so we would like to believe, there is the archive as sign. The term "archive,"
however, is not quite archival, for it fails to preserve its own integrity. This very term, this very
sign-which seems to epitomize, as it tenders promises of the preservation of primordiality
and primariness, origin and source, authority and identity, intention and meaning, durability
and permanence-itself meanders and is promiscuous in licencing a multiplicity of meanings
and readings. The term refers both to action and to things; it behaves as a noun and as a verb.
Moreover, archive(s) (singular and plural), as a noun can be translated as place, space, institution, information (data)-record as well as knowledge or limits of discursivity (Foucault).
Thus, archive is a final resting place, but this place is actually quite restless. Not so final is the
place of the final word, tliat is, the word of the final place. The archive as the site of raw
material for historians, the word processors of final words (custodial archivists, of course, talk
of processing files), of dead letters is perhaps-in Simon Schama's wonderfully ambiguous
sense-a site of dead certain tie^.'^
Thus, the various contributions to Reading the Archive elide empirical critique, never showing any signs of striving for, or at least converging towards, an essential conception of archives,
save one very general, ultimately amorphous notion: "archive" involves the preservation and
transmission of meaning and knowledge. This area of agreement, however, also turns out to be
indeterminate: there is ample room for difference and divergence of meaning. Sometimes the
authors use the term without much precision, ignoring, oblivious or positively refusing to yield
to, the compulsion to delineate clear, comfortable, unproblematical demarcations between what
counts as literature and what counts as history, as archives and as history, as knowledge as
history and knowledge as archives, as texts and as archives-in fact repudiating epistemological topographies per se. Finally, some of the pieces omit the term "archive" entirely. As one
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moves from essay to essay, then, no single consistent use of the term "archive" emerges. Indeed, in keeping with deconstructive practice, attempts to distil a single meaning merely fuel
the ongoing questioning process to which these essays share a common commitment. The very
project of describing the limits of a single meaning is continuously thwarted. Like the ardent
desire of Italo Calvino's Mr. Palomar, as he stands at the ocean's edge, to follow the course of
a single, separate wave," the extraction of a single meaning of archive here would only be
apparent, amounting to a momentary ephemeral triumph of empirical reconciliation of
unreconcilable meanings. Beneath the patina of conventional characterizations of the "archive"
are forces subversive of any ostensive pretention. In addition, the archive is shaped and reshaped, through action or inaction, by difference, by what "its" texts and discourse must continually exclude, neglect, postpone, or repress.12 Institutional negations co-habit with institutional acts of creation. Preservation entails a creative act of destruction.
How is it possible, however, for the archive to be simultaneously an embodiment of knowledge-creation and preservation? What violence is involved, in other words, in the act of transmission? (Is archiving not, after all, a form of correspondence?) Yet, at the same time, does
preservation not intrinsically carry within it the seeds of destruction? Does it not disturbappropriate-the past, making it (a) present, a material "presentness," and achieve perdurable
effects that destroy finiteness?l3 Is not the presiding effect of archival transmission the restoration-that is, destruction-of presence? Is not the archival mission of anamnesis finally an
elusive, not to say an impossible one?
This article can be characterized as an essay, an experiment. It is a form of what Marshall
McLuhan once termed "iconic prose" in a letter to scientific management guru Peter Drucker.
McLuhan defined iconic prose as the kind of prose that is a probe rather than a package; it
forces the reader to manipulate the language for himself, rather than merely being pro or con.
Interspersed among the essays in Reading the Archive, which deal largely with the literary
archive, are allusions to archives as those who read this journal habitually think of them. Thus,
Derrida's essay is one of two or three in the collection the analysis of which include-but go
far beyond-allusions to what archivists usually conceive "archive" to mean. In concentrating
on these minority aspects of the collection, however, it is important to recognize that one is
performing an act of defiance, implicitly striving to find refuge in the necessary comfort of
familiar. stable meanings. Beyond this choice, however, no concerted effort is made to impose
a precise meaning on the sign "archive." The ambiguity engendered by its indefinite, variable
usage or status is tolerated; its shifting or unsettled boundaries are respected and even promoted. (In fact, readers may sense that I have already been allowing any consistent meaning of
"archive" to slip from my pen.) In this manner, my own essay simultaneously engages in performance and analysis,14both commenting on and reproducing the antethematics that may be
discerned at play within and among the essays in the collection. Inevitably, the limits will be
erased even as they are written.
Jacques Derrida's "Sendoffs" (Coup d'envoi) is the opening essay of Reading the Archive. It
launches us toward the problem of destinations, objectives, goals, missions, correspondence,
and institutions. Communication, the sender(transmitter)-receiver system as conventionally
understood, describes an interstitial ontological distance, a space inhabited by intention, meaning, and motivation. It is this space, moreover, that is the site of what Derrida calls the "instituting act"15--what social theorists commonly term the site of agency. It is the place where
onto-theological signatures appear in the existential, identity-laden discourse of western civilization. All discourses, or to put it more vernacularly, bodies of knowledge, purport to preserve
and to transmit-to archive. It is this closed, well-defined originary space, containing the
hermeneutic dynamic of "destining" individuals and institutions, which has sustained Western
philosophy, or should we say "writing." Derrida problematizes this space (indeed, Derrida is
out to challenge the concept of space, which establishes selfhood and otherness, identity and

difference, that is, geometries or structures of identity) by posing a series of questions: "What
of destination? What does 'to destine' mean? What is 'to destine'?" Pursuing this line of questioning into an ontological corner, he asks: "What happens to the question 'what is'?"6
To examine the instituting act, which always has its "end or "ends," l7its project of totalization,
Derrida describes a four-year College programme or "orientati~n."'~
For him, the term "orientation" connotes a kind of blind spot or exclusionary presupposition which, if exposed, would
undermine the structured reality being invoked, the myth of the ultimate signifier of meaningfulness.19In any case, the college's topoi would include philosophy of language, poetics, pragmatics, semiotics, and technology of communication. All of these elements of the topoi have
claimed their particular, exclusive destinations, and all of them form part of a "course" leading
towards aspects of the philosophical questioning that has preoccupied Derrida in some of his
earlier deconstructive readings. All of these matters fall under-fall prey to-the "Languages
of Destination" and the "Destinations of Language." The twinning and inversion of the two
terms is already an aporetic, deconstructive move. Each term tends to deflect-to frustrate, to
mitigate-the coming to full significance-to destination4f the other. Neither language nor
destination ever allows the other to reach a final resting-place, to secure a claim of semantic
purity. Language never arrives at a final destination because this is the destiny of languageltext.
Languageltext never arrives-period. Nor is it possible, however, for destinations to have a
verifiable, fixed location or identity-to blossom into full, self-possessed meaning. Destining,
or transmitting, must resort to language and is bound, therefore, towards language's fate: the
impossibility of closure. Thus, language sets limits on the possibility of destinations, including
the destination of language.
Envoi and destination actually form central motifs in one of Demda's major works, La Carte
Postale de Socrate a Freud et au d2la (The Postcard), which appeared in 1980.20 Whereas
earlier works, such as Of Grammatology, had pursued the classic problem of the origin(s) of
language and offered readings of Rousseau and the nineteenth-century linguist, Ferdinand De
Saussure (which problematized the notions of history and philosophy, and where Writing and
DifSerence had deconstructed the ethical positions and ontological presuppositions of a number
of other philosophers), The Postcard engaged in a more overtly personal, self-conscious linguistic demonstration the intended effect of which was to frustrate the ontological and epistemological foundations upon which our writing and reading, our communicating habits, rest.
The Postcard contains a long series of dated postcard-length messages spanning the period
between 3 June 1977 and 30 August 1979. This "historical" correspondence, which does not
include any recognizable replies, covers some 270 pages. It is never clear to whom these messages are destined-an other, a lover, himself (the consciouslsub-conscious)? This is partly
due, of course, to Denida's intention to deconstruct the ontological loci (origin and destination) inlof communication. Nor is it a simple matter to distinguish between those passages that
refer to actual events in Demda's life--or to earlier moments of contemplation-and those that
amount to a sort of reverie. Is this history or literature?

Right at the outset, Derrida declares himself inimical to the principle of archive, the place of
preservation, of accumulation, of safeguarding:
Today, the seventh of September nineteen seventy-nine, there are only envois from which
whatever was spared or if you prefer "saved" ( I already hear murmured "registered", as is
said for a kind of receipt) will have been due, yes, due to a very strange principle of
selection, and which for my part, even today, I consider questionable, as, moreover, the
grate, the filter, and the economy of sorting can be on every occasion, especially if they
destine for preservation, not to say for the archive. In a word, I rigourously do not approve
of this principle, I denounce it ceaselessly, and in this respect reconciliation is impossible.*'
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Throughout The Postcard Derrida characterizes the archive as a "relay station," a guard post, a
listening post, a "facteur de la vCritt" (factor of truth). Moreover, the French term "facteur" is
itself open to manifold translations, including agent, factor, and letter canier, a node in a postal
system; it is a site for the preservation and transmission of meaning, of intention, of identity
and being. Yet, despite the archive-because of the archive-nothing, no presence, ever arrives
at its destination: for Derrida, "[tlhe first catastrophe is the ignoble archive which rots everything, the descendance [sic]into which everything tumbles ..." Archives form part of--or simply are-a huge postal system which goes by the name of western civilization, a system the
constituent destinations of which are unreachable and, therefore, for all intents and purposes,
possess only a tenuous identity, or rather no identity at all. In trying to understand the history of
this postal system, moreover, Denida realizes that this project, the history of communication,
that is, of telecommunications, is doomed. Ultimately, it would merely repeat or reproduce the
history of the West; it would rehearse the entire corpus of Western writing. Indeed, the entire
history of Western civilization could be characterized as "the post-age," an age of assumed
identities and de~tinations.~~
Want to write and first to reassemble an enormous library on the courrier, the postal
institutions, the techniques and mores of telecommunication, the networks and epochs of
telecommunication throughout history - but the "library" and the "history" themselves are
precisely "posts", sites of passage or of relay among others, stases, moments or effects of
restance, and also particular representations, narrower and narrower, shorter and shorter
sequences, proportionally, of the Great Telematic Network, the worldwide connection.
What would our correspondence be, and its secret, the indecipherable, in the terrifying
archive?23
Thus, Derrida renounces this postal history project. He concedes or proclaims the impossibility, the absurdity, of gathering material for and writing a history of communication. This history cannot be a history of the postal system, because the question of the very possibility of
history itself, of all the concepts of history, of tradition, of transmission or interruptions is
bound up with or is identical to such a project.24To write history is to write about the history of
communication, which is also to write the history of history, that is, the history of writing,
which is also to write about the communication of history, which is also ...
Drawing on Freud, and more particularly on French psychoanalyst Jacques Lacan's reading
of Freud, Derrida continues to embroider on the ego, the self, the identity that writes and
that is received or destined, or perhaps that is written and sent in the great network of history.
Derrida explores the metaphysical presupposition of writing as an absolutely authorial act. Can
language sustain this pretention? Who is actually writing or written in the letter, the correspondence? Who determines and who is determined by the composition? What happens to the
identity that is supposedly wrapped up in the message placed in an envelope, which then leaves
the "author's" hand (his writing) as it is deposited into, acquired by, the postal system? Indeed,
Derrida describes the experience of "horror" at the moment of the encounter of interiority and
exteriority that occurs when proprietary meaning-to lapse into a tautology for a moment-is
about to be sealed in an envelope and entrusted to the custody of the "destinal" or postal system:
You who know, tell me the truth, tell me your secret. In truth, what does to destine mean?
I am rereading before sealing (which I have a horror of, almost never do, it is as if I wanted
to control, hold back, or filter what I have to tell you, to give in a bit to accursed literature),
and I recall that already in the car, one day, you had said to me, or I had said, yes, the only
couple in the world. Keep us, I am drawing us, here, and I call you by your name.26
How meaningful is it to speak of names, of sending or arriving or destination, of sender and
receiver, of self and other? To concretize this ontological problem, Derrida turns to the dead
letter office. What happens when a letter, a piece of correspondence, bears no destination or
sender address?

I saw an inscription barely erased on a wall in Virginia, in Charlottesville; "Dead Letter
Office. - Letters or parcels which cannot be delivered, from defect of address or other
cause, are sent to the Division of dead letters and dead parcels post. They are carefully
examined on both front and back for the name and address of the sender; if these are
found, they are returned to the sender. If the sender's address is lacking, they are kept for
a period, after which dead letters are destroyed while dead parcels are sold at auction." "A
period ... after which"...how do they count with time? I will never understand? Either they
do not count, or they have no calculating "principle," and this amounts to the same thing.
"Division of dead letters" is a stroke of genius. Myself, I say "division" of living lettersz7
While Denida's intention is to deconstruct the postal or archival system, he is also keenly
alert to the possibility that deconstructive practice itself can assume the statuslidentity of identity, "history," or "discourse," that is, hegemony.28The entire corpus of his work is marked by
a sustained effort to escape what he concedes is an inevitable fate: an address29in the postal
system. Thus, the deconstructive project exists alongside the compulsion to place itself continually under challenge, lest it take the form of another ossified totalization or hierarchical
domination of knowledge and its mode of transmission. In Reading the Archive, for example,
Derrida aims for a "contractm-a "social contract," an instituting act-that, contrary to the
customary contract or institution aspiring to knowledge, impossibly aiming to account for everything, to eliminate the possibility of meanings unforeseen by and subversive of the institution, deliberately invokes (institutes?) an insubordinate clause the function of which is to inhibit the fulfilment of the ontological terms (ends, destination) of the instituting act. This again
includes any move that would seek to institute deconstr~ction.'~
Through his inclusion of the "technology of communication" (as one of the languages of
destinationtas one of the destinations of language), Derrida recognizes the existence of languages (media) other than texts. As a result, this part of Derrida's programme intersects most
conspicuously with issues that have recently preoccupied some archivists: "technology of telecommunications." Technology of communication, he writes, includes "modes of archiving,
the mass media and computer science, telematics, robotics, and biotechnologie~."~'Here he
also opens up "the meaning" of language to the point where it encompasses "values" that
recognizably inform-in both senses of this term-the archival constituency:
"Language" - the word is understood here in its most open sense, beyond the limits of the
linguistic and the discursive proper, in their oral and graphic form. The values of "information,'' "communication," "emission," and "transmission" will be included here, certainly, in all their forms, yet they will not exhaust it. That is to say directly that, under the
title of "language," the study of all "destinal" significations or operations (destining, sending, emitting, transmitting, addressing, giving, receiving, etc.) can and should traverse all
the College's field of activity.3z
Derrida's framing of "archive" within his "orientation" programme is suggestive. While archival scholarship has traditionally demonstrated an understandable interest in the technology
of communicating media throughout its history, whether papyrus or paper, quipu or computer,
and has recently begun to confront the impact of changing, increasingly multimodal media of
communication on archival acquisition and appraisal, the archive itself as a form of communication, as a communication device or medium, as a "destinal" institution in the postal system,
has heretofore remained rather obscure to archivists. Nevertheless, this point merits serious
consideration. Archives continually strive to find a comfortable, determinate, mediate position,
a ground, a presence of the present, a settlement between the past of the present and the future
of the present: another form of communication, of destining. All of its strategies, tactics, techniques, and technologies-whether they concern appraisal, description standards, conservation, or retrieval-amount to the devising of a communication apparatus, a destining institution, a medium of transmission of knowledge oflabout the pasupresent. The archival institution
is fully committed to the hermeneutic project of sending a "gift of presence-the 'present'
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which tradition makes to us ... the philosophy of meaning-f
the transmission, communication, preservation, enrichment and nourishing of meaning."33 It is the contract to which archives are signatories. Like history, however, archives are also inevitably engaged in a tango of
diachrony and synchronicity, time and space, presence and absence, genesis and structure,
tradition and force, preservation and creation.
Derrida's treatment of archives and the destining institution of Western history sets the stage
for more focused studies of the archive in the essays of Reading the Archive that follow. He
sends us on our way. Our destination is the archive that subverts and contests the limits-the
limits of the possibilities-of its contractual, discursive, institutional identities. I now wish to
pursue this notion of the limits of limits, that is, the limits of "destinal" institutions, by bringing
out the transgressive relations between the archival institition and the institution that produces
history.
In a review of Marguerite Yourcenar's Souvenirs Pieux and Archives du Nord some years
ago, I noted that her archival sources formed an integral part of the genealogical story that she
was telling. The archival footnotes had been transplanted, as it were, from their usual marginal
location to the centre of the body and incorporated into the text. The sources themselves played
a part in the plot.34This act of inclusiveness assigns an entirely revolutionary status to archives.
Such an operation served to repatriate the sources, which by convention are deported to the end
(foot) of the entire text, invariably alienating the archive from the body. The footnote, separated though not severed from the text, dangles from the body of the text. Yet the footnotes are
the result of the author's operation of an u&ategorical exclusion, apparently discouraging or
repressing, always half-heartedly and with limited success, an interruption, a diversion from
another perhaps less, perhaps more important story.
The space that separates the footnote from the text, the marginal location of the citation, is
one of many "places of rupture" in texts to which deconstruction is especially drawn.35
Deconstruction, Derrida explains, is usually already at work, in the work, "not at the centre but
in an excentric [sic] centre, in a corner whose eccentricity assures [sic] the solid concentration
of the system, participating in the construction of what it at the same time threatens to
decon~truct."~~
The placement of the footnote serves to obscure, in Derrida's words, the endless and useless "bibliographical research, source studies ... the process of cross-referencing
and grafting to the point that it is revealed that there is no 'inside' the text."37There is no such
thing, in other words, as the book. The book is never a pure presence, never a "gift of presence." Nothing is stand-alone. Nothing is "stand-present." Again Derrida writes,
There is writing without a book, in which, each time, at every moment, the marking tip
proceeds without a past upon the virgin sheet; but there is also, simultaneously, an infinite
number of booklets enclosing and fitting inside other booklets, which are only able to
issue forth by grafting, sampling, quotations, epigraphs, references, etc. Literature voids
itself in its limitle~sness.~~
Books embody the cohesiveness of historical or historiographical-is there really a difference?-work. The unity of the text, its totality-we could with a few modifications also be
talking about files-with its beginning and its ending are embodied in the neat, logical, symmetrical presentation of the pages of books produced by historians. The nicely concealed stitching
of the pages-the text--contrives to perpetrate the appearance of seamlessness, and participates in the covering up of the evidence of an antecedent story of travels, of wanderings and
meanderings, through the archives. Try as historical works might to refer only to themselves
and to the absoluteness of their own beginning and ending, the sewing nevertheless reveals the
fragments, preserves the patchwork, betrays the irrepressible plenitude of the archives that it
should conceal.39 Although texts are usually reduced to the form of a book, the text is never
totally captured therein.40

Moreover, the topography of history-book discourse, the placement of footnotes and references at the foot or at the end, the bookcover's imperial pretension to define the domain of its
discourse, also provides evidence of the discontinuity between "past" reality and historical
narrative. Those historians, according to one scholar, who wish to create the greatest impression of continuity between text and reality, try to eliminate the tell-tale scars of the surgeonhistorian's stitching which marks the separation of text and s o ~ r c e s . ~Calling
'
too much attention to the sources might remind readers that the reality being constructed in the historical text
is simply based on other texts.42Thus does deconstruction seek out and disturb archives, books,
and any other binding sights of knowledge and communication.
Archivists are accomplices to the staging of objectivity. They play a role in the creation of
what Roland Barthes has called the "reality effect." For Barthes, the practice of "objective"
history is rooted in the belief that historical fact exists outside linguistic experience and that
historical writing is a "pure and simple 'copy' of another existence, situated in an extra-structural field, the 'real'." This 'real' for which our civilization has such a taste, Barthes says, is
evident in the emergence of the private diary, documentary literature, the historical museum,
the exhibition of ancient objects, and above all the massive development of ph~tography.~~
Of
course, archives could easily have been included in this inventory of instruments of truth and
realism.
It is also important to examine the secondary status of historical practice in the archives. In an
article titled "Orders of Value,"" I recently claimed that the notion of the history of the record
must not stop at the portals of archives; archives must themselves be considered part of the
history-making process. Archives do not merely make the telling of the stories possible; archiveslarchival practice is, or ought to be, considered part of the narrative of history. Like
historians, archivists are also playing with time, seeking to master it. The archivist's calling is
to "control the past," to cooperate with the historian in what Anthony Kemp has called "temporal colonization," which-to return to a point I made earlier-"is both a possession and a de~truction."~~
There is a wonderful passage in A.S. Byatt's novel Possession: A Romance describing an
episode of control and possession, which, with little effort of the imagination, can be transposed to archival practice. In this novel about the power of desire-the pleasure principle46in life, including historical scholarship, one of its principal characters, Professor Cropper, a
renowned scholar of literary history, is presenting a slide-illustrated lecture on his life's obsession (possession), the fictional nineteenth-century poet Randolph Ash:
The finale of Cropper's lecture was a product of his passion. The truth was, he had come
to love the bright transparencies of the thing he had acquired, almost as much as the things
themselves. When he thought of Ash's snuffbox, he thought, not of the weight of it in his
hand, the cold metal warming in his own dry palm, but also now of the enamelled cover
magnified on the screen. Ash had never seen such gilded birds of Paradise, such blooming
grapes, such deep red roses, though all their colours had been fresher in his time. He had
never seen the sheen on the pearly rim as the light touched it through Cropper's projector.
... At the end of the lecture, Cropper would take out Ash's large gold watch, and check
with it his own perfect timing. ... He had given up his naive practice of publicly claiming
the watch, with a little joke about continuity, Ash's time and cropper'^.^'
Of course, after reading this passage, one is left to wonder whether Cropper possesses Ash4' or
whether in this episode-and throughout the book-there is a thanatocratic "presence": is it
the departed Ash who has taken possession of Cropper and the other, competing, scholars1
researchers also interested in Ash?
The above passage dramatizes the transfigurative power of the heritage professions. Unfortunately, the effects of archival practice--embodying desire and (or of) destination--on the cultural process in general, and on history book-making in particular, have gone largely unexarnined.
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Despite the arguably pivotal mediating effect of archives in the historiographical process
(and of history in the practice of archives), there has been a curious failure on the part of most
historians-and cultural historians are particularly conspicuous here-to include archives within
their pur~iew."~
Especially in light of the considerable accommodation that some novelists and
literary scholars have extended to the political and cultural function of "documents" and "archives" in the socio-historical settings that they have constructed, can this omission be mere
coincidence? Or, as I have already intimated, is this exclusion a peculiar form of disciplinary
repression or blindness? Thus, the consignment of discussion of sources in historical discourse
to "introductions," "prefaces," andpostscripts, and the institutional convention that dispatches
references to the foot of the page or the back of the text, are reproduced on a larger scale in the
pretermission of archives from cultural and other histories." Perhaps this omission constitutes
a blindness of insight. Without this blindness, this blinding light of knowledge, this "orientation," without, that is, the distancing, the spacing, between archives and history, without the
construction of mutually-exclusionary limits-the places of rupture--empowering each of these
two discourses, the differentiation between the archival object (the record or document, the
artefact) and the historical object (the book, the article, knowledge) begins to break down;
archives and history begin to transgress each other, pollute each other. Indeed, in a recent book
review in Archivaria, Canadian historian Susan Mann wondered whether the National Archives
and the National Library ought not to be moved closer together, noting that the traditional
distinctions between fact and fiction, literature and history-she might have added between
archives and history and myth and reality-had become "decidedly bl~rred."~'
For the last few pages, I have been peering through, or rather peering at, the porousness of the
boundary between archives and history. I have been playing fast and loose with discursive
identities or limits, which Foucault might have agreed to include among his "unities of discourse."s2 I have been dwelling on the edges of historical texts, in the region of the archival
presencelabsence. As deconstructionists might say, in asking the questions that have been asked
we approach the limit of the limit: each of the traditional categorical distinctions-history and
archives, books and records, literature and history, and myth and reality-places strain on the
other. Working at the margins of archives is history, while at the margins of history, is archives.
Archives and history, each occupying an "excentric" position within the putative domain of the
other's practice, serve to cancel out the purity of each other's intentions, each other's object(ivity),
each other's contract, each other's words.'j
We have been trying, then, to work through a question posed by Derrida toward the end of
The Postcard:
What happens when acts or performances (discourse or writing, analysis or description,
etc.,) make up part of the objects they designate? When they could give themselves as an
example of that very thing about which they speak or
The archival record, in other words, does indeed capture the "very act and deed": that act and
deed, however, is nothing more and nothing less than the act and deed of writing, that is preserving, the play of or about lang~age.~'
Asking what is the practical point of Derrida's "work" and Kaplan's essay-and our reading
of them-for what we call the archival community, is making a demand that a destination be
prescribed-preserved-for
archives. Rather than addressing the classical archival problem of
preserving communication in its "out-thereness," some of these essays beckon us to raise up
the archive itself as a (an artefact of) communication, as a text for the reading, a contract to be
deconstructed. This suggestion, moreover, opens up a series of fundamental aporetic terms that
relentlessly press upon the limits that would claim to determine what lies inside and what lies
outside the term, the concept, "archives": What is worthwhile to preserve inlabout archives?
What differentiates working inlfor archives: archives as disciplinelprofession, as mediurn/message, as knowledgelignorance, as preservationlcreation, as discourselsilence, as spaceltime, as

communication/history-and finally, archives as originhepetition. In other words, do institutions create archives, or do archives create institutions? Indeed, does archiving records merely
serve, in each instance, to preserve the identity of archives? Or do archival identitiesflimits
change as new forms and new content arrive? Do archives preserve texts, or do texts preserve
archives? Demda might comment, of course, that first we must ask, and keep on asking, "what
is 'as'?"-"as"
being a term of metaphoricity, of displacement, of deferral.
Perhaps, however, it is archivists who will have the "final word," a final question, for Jacques
Derrida: Does he wish to donate his papers to the archives? Derrida might answer that he is
prepared to donate them, but that the name Derrida, the signature, will never arrive at a destination, that is, will never satisfy the archival mission to transmit and preserve signatures. In other
words, in our chosen words, he might ask how many record groups or manuscript groups or
fonds we were intending to create for "his" records, since there is no one present "Jacques
Derrida" in any of these documents. Demda continually derides the traditional metaphysics of
identity, of presence, of name-calling. The works (the oeuvre) associated with the name supposedly engage in the working out of the law of the name. Yet the name-with each of its
works ostensibly standing as an example, a repetition, of the name-belies the treacherousness
of the ascription of identity in the law of the name, the law of language and writing, the law of
history, as well as the law of the archive, of its "own" name, that is, its "own" signature. What
is archiving but the effort of giving and receiving the archival slip?
I close with Derrida's rhetorical question: "Is life not on the line"?s6 Signed, on the (dotted)
line,s7Brien Brothman, National Archives of Canada.
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